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Homogeneous linewidths of single rotationallines have been measured in the "channel three"
region of C 6 H 6 • The necessary spectral resolution of about 5 MHz and the high sensitivity were
achieved by Doppler-free two-photon spectroscopy within an external cavity setup. Linewidths
produced by intramolecular relaxation were found to increase strongly with increasing J for
K = 0 and constant vibrational energy Eexcess = 3412 cm- I • This result together with the
investigated structure in the highly resolved spectrum ofthe 1461~ band is a strong indication that
Coriolis coupling plays an important role in the intramolecular vibrational redistribution process.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the fundamental problems in the spectroscopy
and the understanding of the dynamics of polyatomic organic moleeules is the onset of channel three in benzene. It
now turns out that some of its features are typical for polyatomic moleeules rather than restricted to the moleeule benzene. Therefore it is expected to yield insight into the nature
of primary photophysical processes within polyatomic molecules as a whole. For an excess energy of 3000 cm- I in SI
there has been found a sudden decrease in fluorescence
quantum yield I together with a diffuseness of the absorption 2 spectrum both pointing to the onset of a fast nonradiative process. To present date, the one-photon high resolution
linewidth measurements have been limited in resolution due
to the Doppler broadening ofthe lines (1.7 GHz).2.3 On the
other hand, two-photon experiments in a supersonic jet performed by Aron et al. 4 have been limited by the frequency
width ofthe laser and have been restricted to the lowest J, K
lines of the spectrum due to the cooling characteristics of the
supersonic jet. As a consequence of the low spectral resolution, in these experiments, a broadening of the lines is only
observed if the unknown process is already so fast that any
specific characteristics of the process, e.g., dependence on
the J, K rotational quantum numbers of the excited rovibronic states necessary for its identification, is smeared out.
In our recent work5 in a Doppler-free two-photon experiment, we increased the spectral resolution by nearly one
order of magnitude to the 200 MHz range. This resolution
together with the necessary sensitivity was achieved with a
particular pulsed amplifier set up for a single-mode cw dye
laser with Fourier-transform limited bandwidth. With this
experimental setup we were able to measure rotationally resolved spectrajust at the onset of channel three where broadening is expected to be still small enough to allow for the
observation of separated rotational lines. In this spectra1
range we found strong indications for a rotationally dependent nonradiative process: At the blue edge of the Q branch
(.:iK = 0, .:iJ = 0) of the 1461~ band only rotational lines
with K = 0 are observed whereas the many other lines with
K :;60 have disappeared in the two-photon excitation spectrum. From this result we concluded that Coriolis coupling
is responsible for the disappearance of the K :;60 lines. The
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decreasing intensity of the remaining lines (K = 0) with increasing J points to an increasing nonradiative rate. In this
spectrum, however, we did not find a remarkable broadening of the remaining lines within the experimental resolution
of 200 MHz. A theoretical description of the observed spectral results has been given in our recent work. 6
In this work quantitative information about the nonradiative behavior of an electronically excited polyatomic molecule is obtained for the first time from Doppler-free measurements of single rovibronic transition linewidths under
near collision-free conditions at room temperature. Room
temperature turns out to be necessary since it will be shown
that the dynamic behavior of high J levels provides for the
key information about the nature of the photophysical process. The homogeneous linewidths of the K = 0 lines in the
14616 and the 1461~ band will be investigated in order to
obtain quantitative information about the dependence ofthe
nonradiative process not only on the vibrational excess energy but also on the rotational quantum numbers of the molecules. These measurements have become feasible by an external cavity setup for the Doppler-free two-photon
absorption experiments which led to a substantial increase in
signal strength. 7

11. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP
The scheme of the experimental setup is shown in Fig.
1. The high spectral resolution is provided by a cw ring laser
system (Coherent 699) with a linewidth of 1 MHz operating
with Coumarin 102 dye and pumped by the violet lines of a
Kr+ ion laser (CR 3000 KUV). The maximum output power
around 4820 A is 400 m W. A Faraday rotator is used for
decoupling ofthe Doppler-free two-photon experiment with
counterpropagating light beams from the single-mode dye
laser. In this way feedback is avoided which would lead to an
uncontrolled mode hop ofthe laser. The linearity ofthe laser
scan is permanently controlled with a temperature-stabilized confocal etalon with 1.5 GHz free spectral range and
the wavelength of the laser light is measured with a wavemeter (Burleigh W A 20). In order to improve the signal to
noise ratio in our experiments at low pressures and to increase the accuracy of the linewidth measurements the
Doppler-free two-photon experiments have been performed
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we are able to obtain accurate linewidth values at press ures
as low as 0.5 Torr. The registration of the two-photon induced fluorescence and the data acquisition system is similar
to that described in our previous work. 10
111. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Linewidth as a functlon of vibratlonal excess energy

:.. EXT. CAVITY··:
FIG. I. Scheme ofthe experimental setup for homogeneous linewidth measurements by Doppler-free two-photon spectroscopy.

in an external concentric cavity as schematically shown in
Fig. 1. 7 The signal enhancement made possible by an external cavity has been demonstrated previously for the measurement of two-photon Ramsey fringes 9 and pressure
broadening and-shifts in rubidium. 8 With a piezo-mounted
spherical end mirror (r = 100 mm) of99% reflectivity and a
spherical front mirror (r = 100 mm) of 70% reflectivity we
measured a finesse of about 12. In order to lock the external
cavity to the varying laser frequency, the mirror separation
is slightly modulated. The resulting amplitude modulation
of the transmitted light is fed into a phase-sensitive servo
loop. With the external cavity the fluorescence signal produced by the Doppler-free two-photon absorption is larger
by about a factor of 50 as compared to the standard setup and
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transition. The appearance of this line in the isotropie part of
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with the well-known selection rules 11 and demonstrates the
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In Fig. 2 part of the blue edge of the Q branch of the
14~ 1~ two-photon band is shown as measured with linearly
polarized light in the external cavity setup. In this band two
quanta of the totally symmetrie VI vibration are excited in
addition to one quantum of the two-photon inducing V l4
mode yie1ding a vibrational excess energy of 3412 cm - I just
above the onset of channe1 three. The benzene vapor pressure in this spectrum has been 0.5 Torr in order to suppress
pressure broadening of the rotationallines. This part of the
spectrum shows K = 0 lines with alternating intensities due
to the different statistical weights for J even and J odd. All
lines with K =f 0 have disappeared as already published in our
previous work,5 however, for a higher pressure and lower
spectral resolution. At the low press ure conditions of this
work the background in the spectrum has completely disappeared and only the very sharp K = 0 lines are seen. Their
peak intensity decreases with increasing J, the highest J is
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FIG. 2. Blue part ofthe Qbranch ofthe 14~ 1~ two-photon band in C 6 H 6 under Doppler-free high resolution. TheJK = 100 line is shown on an extended scale
(Iower trace of the inset). For comparison the same rotationalline, however, in the 14~ 1~ band at lower vibrational excess energy is shown (upper trace of the
inset). (Note that the scale is magnified by a factor as large as 100).
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high resolution and sensitivity of üur experimental setup. In
the tower trace of the inset in Fig. 2 as an example the
J K = 100 line is shüwn ün an extended scale demünstrating
the high resolution in our measured spectrum. The observed
line is nearly Lorentzian with a linewidth (FWHM) of 32.6
MHz.
Für comparison the same rotatiünalline (JK = 100) has
been studied, hüwever, within the 14b Ib band at the Iüwer
excess energy of 2492 cm - I due to the excitation of only a
single quantum of the totally symmetric VI vibration. Recently, we have shown that in the 14616 band a11 rütational
lines appear with nürmal intensities given by the statistieal
weights, the Placzek-Teller factürs, and the Bültzmann factürs. 5 ,12 Obviüusly at the lüw excess energy üfthe 146 16 band
the rütatiünally dependent nünradiative process is nüt active. The result üf üur high resülutiün measurement is given
in the upper trace üf the inset. The übserved line is füund tü
be much sharper with a width (FWHM) of only 9.8 MHz. As
will be shüwn belüw in this case the linewidth is mainly given
by the residual pressure brüadening and the experimental
resülutiün üf üur apparatus. Therefüre, the cüllisiünless
linewidth is expected tü be abüut 2 MHz and hence sma11er
by a factür üf 15 than the cürrespünding line in the 146 1~
band (lüwer trace). Cümparisün üf the upper and the lower
trace in the inset spectrum demünstrates the influence üf
vibratiünal excess energy ün the linewidth üf transitiüns für
fixed rütatiünal quantum numbers. We übserve a 15-füld increase üf cüllisiünless linewidth when adding 920 cm - I excess energy. Adding üne further quantum üfv l (146 1~) prüduces further broadening, so. that o.ur high resülutio.n
measurements dü nüt reveal a line structure at a11 as we have
sho.wn recently.5 The broadening at this high excess energy
is so strong that individuallines are nü longer resülved. This
is in qualitative agreement with recent results früm supersünie jet experiments4 : Due to the lüw temperature, o.nly few
rotational transitions within the Q branch o.fthe 146 I~ band
appear whüse integrated linewidth was füund to. be 37 GHz.
Obviously, at this high energy level the nünradiative prücess
has become so. fast that any specific info.rmatiün can no longer be übtained.
B. Red part of the Qbranch Inthe 14~ 1~ band:J = Kilnes

In Fig. 3(b) as a second part üfthe spectrum the red part
of the Q branch of the 146 1~ band is shown, starting 100
GHz away from the rotational origin of the vibrünie band.
This part üf the band has been measured under the sümewhat higher pressure of 4 Türr in ürder to increase the signal
strength. In this part of the band also. most of the lines have
disappeared as can be seen from a cümparison with Fig. 3(c)
where the spectrum is shown as calculated früm the appropriate rotational cünstants, 5 the statistical weights, PlaczekTeller, and Boltzmann factürs. Ifthe ftuorescence quantum
yield were co.nstant für a11 rütatiünallevels twü-phütün excitatiün measurements would yield the spectrum shown in
Fig. 3(c). Indeed this spectrum with slightly changed relative
positions is übserved für the 14616 band where nü rütatiünalIy selective nünradiative process is active. 5 A qualitative
analysis reveals that the center of the remaining lines is bet-

ter described by the püsitiün üf J = K fines rather than by
that of K = 0 lines. This is demonstrated by the calculated
püsitions für transitions with J = K marked at the tüp üf the
spectrum.
At this point the ürigin üfthe anümalous structure need
to be discussed. In recent würk we have explained the disappearance üf K #0 lines for low J levels (blue edge üf the Q
branch in Fig. 2) by a Coriülis coupling produced by rütatio.n
R z around the figure (z) axis ofthe benzene molecule (parallel
Cüriülis cüupling). For the cüupling strength üf this type üf
Cüriülis coupling induced by rotatiün R z it has been füund 13
V Rz ~K with ..1K = O.

(1)

Similarly, für Coriülis cüupling induced by rotatio.n R x ' R y
around the x and y axes (perpendicular Coriolis cüupling) it
is füund
V}[x,y ~ [(J - K)(J + K

+ 1)P/2

+1

(2a)

Vix,y ~[(J+K)(J-K+l)11/2 with ..1K= -1.

(2b)

with ..1K =

and
Früm Eqs. (1) and (2) it is dear that K = 0 lines are not affected by parallel Coriülis cüupling whereas J = K lines with
K> 1 are not inftuenced by perpendicular Cüriolis cüupling.
Hence the remaining K = 0 lines in the blue part üf the spectrum (Fig. 2) are explained by Rz-Coriülis coupling whereas
the J = K structure in the red part of the spectrum püints tü a
perpendicular (R x,y ) Coriülis cüupling. This has been
checked in mo.re detail. The line intensities in the spectrum
üf Fig. 3(c) have been multiplied with the function
j(K,J)

= [(J + K)(J -

+ (J -

K

+ 1)

K)(J + K

+

1)]-1,

(3)

which takes intü account the typical dependence üfthe nünradiative pro.cess ün K and J in the statistical limit and fo.r
perpendicular Coriolis coupling. The resulting spectrum is
shüwn in Fig. 3(a). Surprisingly goüd agreement is found
between the grüss features in the calculated spectrum [Fig.
3(a)] and the measured spectrum in Fig. 3(b). This is anüther
strüng argument for Coriülis coupling to be responsible for
the anomalous changes in the rotational structure of the
146 l~ band.
As a summary üf the high resülution spectroscopic results shüwn in Fig. 2 for the blue part and in Fig. 3 für the red
part ofthe Q branch it is conduded that in the two regions of
the vibrünic band twü different types üf Cüriolis cüupling are
düminating. Up tü final rotatiünal state excess energies of 42
cm - I , which correspünd to - 60 GHz in the Q-branch
spectrum, parallel (R z ) Coriülis cüupling is düminating,
leaving K = 0 unaffected. Für rotational state excess energies in SI between 70 and 195 cm - I ( - 100 tü - 280 GHz in
the Q branch) perpendicular (Rx,y) Coriülis coupling is
strüng, leaving J = K lines unchanged. It is unlikely that
there is a sharp stepwise onset üfboth types ofCüriolis cüupling in the two spectral regiüns under investigation. We
may therefore expect that perpendicular Cüriolis coupling is
also existent in the lüw rotatiünal excess energy range although much weaker and vice versa parallel Coriülis coupling is present in the red part üf the Q branch in the high
rütational excess energy range. This is in line with our recent
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FIG. 3. Red part ofthe Q branch ofthe 14~ l~ two-photon band under high resolution. (al Calculated spectrurn assuming a rotationally dependent ftuorescence quantum yield according to Eq. (3). (b) measured spectrum; (cl spectrum calculated for a rotationally independent ftuorescence quantum yield.

experimental result6 demonstrating that there is a decrease
of K = 0 line intensities with increasing J. It was explained
by the additional perpendicular (Rx,y) Coriolis coupling
since the line intensity of K = 0 lines shows the typical
[J(J + 1)]-1 dependence expected from Bq. (2) for a statistical model. On the other hand in Fig. 3(b) it is seen that the
J = K lines begin to die out for increasing K, probably due to
weak parallel (R z ) Coriolis coupling also present in trus energy range. Trus type of Coriolis coupling increases with K
according to Bq. (1) and leads to a decrease of the fluorescence quantum yield.
Here, it has been assumed that Coriolis coupling is the
primary process of a subsequent intramolecular vibrational
relaxation and a final electronic relaxation process that does
not depend on rotational quantum numbers. 6
In order to corroborate the underlying assumptions it is
important to investigate whether the line shape of the K = 0
lines also changes with increasing J. While the intensity in
the excitation spectra ofFigs. 2 and 3 which represents relative ftuorescence quantum yield measurements is sensitive
only to an electronic relaxation process, line shapes also con-

tain information about vibrational relaxation mechanisms
within SI' In this way additional quantitative information
about coupling and level mixing within SI is obtained and
elucidation ofthe nature ofthe nonradiative process and the
coupling mechanism is expected.
C. Collisional and translent time broadenlng
In order to obtain accurate linewidth values the measured linewidths have to be corrected for residual pressure
broadening still present for pressures below 1 Torr. Another
contribution is due to the spectral resolution of our experimental set up mainly given by the transient time broadening
within the small focus of the laser beam. 14
Both contributions, collisional broadening as weIl as
instrumental resolution, can be corrected for from the results shown in Fig. 4. Here the typical pressure dependence
ofthe linewidth is shown for the rotationalline J K = 120 in
the 14~ band (0) and the 14~ 1~ band (0). This pressure
dependence has been also checked for other rotationallines
within the 14~ 1~ band as weIl as in the 14~ l~ band yielding

n
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FIG. 4. Linewidth Ym oftherotationallineJK = 120 measured asafunction
of C 6 H 6 pressure in the range between 0.5 and 8 Torr. Upper points (0)
represent measured linewidth values oftheJK = 120 line in the 14~ 1~ band,
10wer points (0) measured values for the same rotational line, however, in
the 14~ 1~ band at lowerexcess energy. Solid lines represent the best fit to the
experimental points. All points represent average values. The error bar indicates the largest observed error.

similar slopes of about 15 MHz/Torr for the different rotational1ines. Hence a good value for the collisionalline broadening parameter rcoll in the vibronic band 14b 1~ is 15 MHz/
Torr and it is dear that reliable collision-free linewidths are
only obtained for pressures be10w 0.5 Torr. From the collisionalline broadening parameter rcoll the collisionaI rate is
ca1culated and a value of K coll = 21l{'coll = 9.4x 107 S-I
Torr- 1 is found. This value exceeds even the largest value for
Kcoll found from fluorescence quantum yield and lifetime
measurements l5 and from intensities of emission bands in
dispersed fluorescence l6 by a factor of 3. The disagreement is
reasonably weIl explained by the fundamental difference of
the experimental techniques used in Refs. 15 and 16 and in
this work. In our case also elastic collisions with a larger
cross section are expected to contribute to the collision
linewidth rcoll leading to a larger collisional frequency than
in Refs. 15 and 16, where due to the different experimental
technique, only energy changing collisions in the excited
state have been investigated. It is, however, important that
the Doppler-free homogeneous linewidth measurements of
this work for the first time yie1d preeise values for state selective collisional rates of electronically exeited polyatomic
molecules.
The instrumental resolution of the experimental setup
is found from the pressure dependence ofthe much narrower
JK = 120 line in the 14b Ib progression. The solid line represents the pressure dependence of the linewidth and is extrapolated to zero pressure. From Fig. 4 the extrapolated
collisionless linewidth of the J K = 120 line in the 14b 1bband
is found to be about 2 MHz. This is in agreement with our
reeent low resolution lifetime measurements of this band 17
from which a value of'T' = 70 ns has been found. Since in the
Doppler-free high resolution spectrum ofthis band no rotationally dependent nonradiative process has been observed

we may take this broadband value as a good estimate for the
collisionless linewidth of the particular rotation al line
J K = 12 0 under consideration. Taking into account that the
rovibronic ground state is extremely sharp, we obtain from
r = 1/21T'T' a value of r = 2.3 MHz elose to the value of 2
MHz extrapolated from the press ure dependence in Fig. 4.
Therefore, its contribution to the measured linewidths is
small and the line shape measured at the lowest pressure of
0.5 Torr enables us to obtain a reliable value for the instrumental resolution of our experimental setup. The line shapes
obtained for narrow lines with less than 15 MHz linewidth
resemble Voigt profiles, i.e., a convolution of a near Gaussian line due to the transient time broadening and the laser
linewidth of I MHz and a Lorentzian line due to the homogeneous broadening [for eomparison see upper line in the
inset of Fig. 2 and Fig. 5(a)]. A deconvolution of both the
near Gaussian contribution and the Lorentzian contribution
yeilds an instrumental resolution of 5 MHz. Wehave compared this value with reeent work on transient time broadening in which a similar two-photon set up has been used and
found good agreement of our value with the value due to
transient time broadening in the foei of the counterpropagating laser beams and the laser linewidth. 14
The observed line shape A (w - wo) is given by a eonvolution of the Lorentzian collisionless line L re1 (w - wo), the
Lorentzian residual collisional broadening L coll (w - wo),
and the Gaussian instrumentalline G (w - wo), i.e.,

A (w - wo) = G (w - wo) ® (L coll (w - wo) ® L re1 (w _wo) j.
To obtain the width of the homogeneous line the Gaussian
contribution was first removed by a computer deeonvolu-
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FIG. 5. Measured line shapes for three different single rotationallines in the
14~ 1~ two-photon band ofC6 H 6 . (a)JK = 20 , (b)J K = 60 , (c)J K = 140 , Solid
lines represent the Lorentzian line shapes fitted to the experimental points.
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tion. Subtraction of the known coIIisional linewidth of 15
MHzlTorr from the resulting Lorentzian linewidth yields
the linewidth of the coIIisionless line profile.
D. Llnewldth dependence on rotational quantum
number

Linewidths have been measured for aII K = 0 lines at
the blue edge ofthe Q branch (see Fig. 1) from J = 0 up to
J = 14. In this part of the spectrum mainly K = 0 lines appear so that the assignment is unambiguous. Three typical
measured line shapes are shown in Fig. 5 for (a) J K = 20 , (b)
J K = 60 , (c) J K = 140 , The benzene vapor pressure in this
measurement was 0.44 Torr and aU lines in Fig. 5 are normalized to constant height. It is seen that the linewidth for
the three rotational lines with different J is completely different. The measured linewidth increases by a factor of 4 from
12.7 MHz (a) to 53.2 MHz (c). From above we know that
there is a constant near Gaussian contribution to the
linewidth of 5 MHz from instrumental resolution and a constant Lorentzian contribution of 6.6 MHz from collisional
broadening at apressure of 0.44 Torr. In Table I aII measured linewidths rm (FWHM) for the K = 0 lines with different J are listed together with the deconvoluted collisionless
relaxation linewidths rand the corresponding relaxation
rate K = 2try. These linewidths are produced by the intramolecular relaxation process. The smaUest collisionless relaxation linewidth is found to be 1.3 MHz for the J K = 00
transition. Within the error limit this value is elose to the
collisionless linewidth of the rotational lines in the 14~ 1~
band at the lower excess energy of 2492 cm - I. r is found to
increase smoothly with increasing J up to 46.1 MHz. This is
a 30-fold increase in the observed range from J = 0 up to
J = 14. This result points to a radiationless relaxation process which is strongly dependent on the rotational quantum
number J and increases strongly with J within a single vibrational band, i.e., for constant vibrational excess energy.
IV. DISCUSSION

The information obtained from the experimental results in the previous section can be summarized as folIows:
T ABLE I. Measured linewidths Ym' deconvoluted collisionless relaxation
linewidths yand corresponding relaxation rates K = 21TY for the observed
rotational transitions with K = 0 and different J values. Values are accurate
to about ± 5%.
J,K=O

Ym[MHz]

y[MHz]

0
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

10.4
10.9
12.7
15.1
17.6
20.7
26.3
29.6
32.8
34.8
32.6
33.4
37.1
36.3
53.2

1.9
4.0
6.8
9.5
12.8
18.7
22.1
25.4
27.4
25.2
26.0
29.8
29.0
46.1

11
12
13
14

J.3

K X 1O- 6 [s-']
8.2
11.9
25.1
42.7
59.7
80.4
118
139
160
172
158
163
187
182
290
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(i) Up to rotational excess energies of 42 cm - I in the
14 1 12 state (blue edge of the Q branch) only lines with K = 0
are observed; (ii) the line shape of the lines with J> 6 measured under nearly collision-free conditions is Lorentzian to
a high accuracy; (iii) coIlisionJess relaxation linewidth r increasesfrom 1.3 MHzforJK = 00 t046.1 MHzforJK = 140 ,
From these experimental results several conelusions
may be drawn. Since Fig. 2 represents a fluorescence excitation spectrum it is obvious that the fluorescence from all
lines with K =1= 0 has disappeared due to a rapid nonradiative
electronic relaxation process. This nonradiative process is
weaker by several orders of magnitude for the remaining
K = 0 lines but inereases rapidly with Jas ean be seen from
the decreasing intensity ofthe K = 0 lines with increasing J. 6
It is hard to understand that eleetronic relaxation in benzene
ean so strongly depend on molecular rotation. 18 Therefore, it
is expected that the observed strong dependence on rotation
of the moleeule is produced by a primary intramolecular
vibrational relaxation process (IVR) within SI' Linewidths
then are determined by the intramolecular vibrational relaxation process (IVR) rather than by the nonradiative electronie relaxation process. In the past IVR processes have
been studied for aseries of organic moleeules 19 mainly by the
method of collisional timing of fluorescence spectra. The
question ofthe coupling mechanism responsible for the IVR
process, i.e., the level mixing within the SI vibrational manifold is stilI open. In our previous work we eoneluded on the
basis of our high resolution resuIts that second-order Coriolis coupling is responsible for coupling ofthe opticaUy excited modes to the background modes in S\ ofbenzene. More
recently a similar result has been found by Forch et al. 20 for
the pyrimidine moleeule with intermediate level strueture.
Similarly, the results in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 of this work
plead for Coriolis coupling as the responsible coupling
mechanism. The part of the spectrum shown in Fig. 2 with
the remaining K = 0 lines has already been interpreted in
our recent works as due to strong parallel Coriolis coupling
(R z) produeed by rotation around the z axis. The remaining
J = K lines in the spectrum of Fig. 3 are thought to be the
resuIt of strong perpendicular Coriolis eoupling (Rx,y)
around the x and y axes which mainly affects lines with K < J
as shown in Eq. (2). The decreasing intensity and inereasing
linewidth of the K = 0 lines is explained by an additional but
weaker perpendicular (Rx.y) Coriolis coupling present in the
region with strong parallel (R<) Coriolis coupling sinee the
perpendicular Coriolis eoupling matrix element is known to
increasewith [J(J + 1)]1/2. ThusK = OlineswithlargerJare
stronger coupled to background states by perpendicular
Coriolis coupling. The dependence has been investigated in
our reeent work 6 and there has been found reasonable agreement with the typieal J (J + 1) dependence of perpendicular
Coriolis coupling.
Now it has to be discussed whether the additional information about the increase of eollisionless linewidth is in line
with Coriolis eoupling as the dominating coupling mechanism. Sinee the observed line shapes are Lorentzian to a high
accuracy obviously the Coriolis coupling mechanism leads
to an irreversible relaxation process. Sueh a relaxation is
present in the statisticallimit, i.e., if p> V - I where p is the
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density ofbackground states which are coupled to the optically excited state by Coriolis coupling and V is the coupling
matrix element which represents the strength ofthe coupIing
process. The order of magnitude of the Coriolis coupIing
strength V for benzene can be estimated from the weIl known
case of parallel Coriolis coupling between the two components of adegenerate vibration, e.g., the V 6 vibration with
= 0.6. One obtains Vz -SzCK :::::0.055 K cm- I . Correspondingly for the case of perpendicular Coriolis coupling

sz

V

±

-Sx.yB [(J +K)(J ± K

+ 1)] 1/2.

For K = 0 lines only perpendicular Coriolis coupling is active. For K = 0 and Sx.y::::: 1 we obtain

V

±

-Sx.yB [J(J + 1)] 1/2:::::0.2 [J(J + 1)]1/2cm - l .

Then typically as an upper limit we obtain, e.g., V
cm- I forJ = 1 and V ± S2.9 cm- I forJ = 14.

±

S 0.28

In the statisticallimit the relaxation rate K is given by
K:::::V~

~

and therefore y-J(J + 1) for K = 0 if P does not depend
itselfon J.
In order to check this dependence in Fig. 6 the experimentally found relaxation linewidth y of the K = 0 lines is
plotted as a function of J(J + 1). Up to J = 9 reasonable
agreement with the theoretically expected linear dependence
on J (J + 1) is obtained. However, for higher J the observed
increase of linewidth is not as pronounced as expected from
the increase of coupling strength according to Eq. (4). An
explanation for the deviation might be a decrease ofthe density p ofsuitable background states in this energy range giving rise to a smaller relaxation rate K = 21TY.
FinaIly, it has to be discussed whether the density p of
coupled states in the case of Coriolis coupIing is sufficient to
fuHill the conditions for the statisticallimitp> V - I . For the

estimated coupling strengths of about 1 cm - I it is hard to
understand how the density of states condition should be
fulfilled, particularly if one bears in mind that there exist not
only iJ.K, iJ.J (rotational) but also strictiJ.v (vibrational) selection rules for second order Coriolis coupling. 13
At first sight it is difficult to realize that Coriolis coupling could increase the level densities of the vibronic manifold by adding the rotational level manifold if J and Kare
good quantum numbers and conserved during the coupling
process. An explanation would be that higher order Coriolis
coupling increases effective background level densities. This
would, however, decrease the coupling strength. In this case
the iJ.K = ± 1 selection rules of the perpendicular Coriolis
coupling could lead to a K mixing with an increase of effective density of coupled levels as has been discussed for vibrationallevels of high excess energy in SO.21
Callomon22 has suggested the alternative explanation
that electronic coupling to an intermediate still unknown
electronic state occurs which then itself is coupled into the
quasicontinuum of So'
Another promising model seems to us a two-step coupling scheme. Coriolis coupling represents the first coupling
step to a quasicontinuum produced by only a few background states. The irreversibiIity of the coupling process is
then guaranteed by a second coupling step which couples the
intermediate background state to a dense manifold of states
and broadens the background states. This second coupling
step possibly represents strong anharmonic coupling or
more likely fast electronic relaxation processes. Several processes have been discussed as responsible for the strong decrease of ftuorescence quantum yield in C 6 H 6 , e.g., internal
conversion (IC) and isomerization. It may be concluded
from recent resuIts of Otis et al. 23 that ISC is not the relevant
relaxation mechanism in the channel three region. For a coupling of two states (one of them broadened) the relaxation
rate K = 21TY ofthe optically excited state can be concluded
from a two-state model as, e.g., presented in Ref. 24:

50

(5)
o

40

where ais the linewidth of the broadened background state.
Also in this case the relaxation rate K and the collisionless
linewidth y depend on V 2 and reveal the typical dependence
on J (J + 1) which has been studied in Fig. 6.
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FIG. 6. Experimental results for intramolecular relaxation Iinewidths r of
severallines with K = 0 from J = 0 up to J = 14 as a function of J (J + 1).
Solid line represents a linear fit to the first experimental points.

In this work for the first time the Doppler-free homogeneous linewidth has been measured for rovibronic transitions of a polyatomic moleeule at room temperature. These
measurements have been performed in order to obtain information about the intramolecular nonradiative relaxation
process. Inhomogeneous Doppler broadening in the benzene
(C6 H 6 ) gas phase spectrum was eliminated by the technique
ofDoppler-free two-photon spectroscopy. The spectral resolution of 5 MHz in our experiment is mainly given by transient time broadening in the small focus ofthe two counterpropagating laser beams. Hence, reliable collisionless
linewidths have been available for measured linewidths exceeding 10 MHz.
We have investigated the 14b 1~ vibronic band with a
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vibrational excess energy of3412 cm- I in SI' From conventional Doppler-limited absorption spectra as weIl as from
ftuorescence quantum yield measurements it has previously
been concluded that there is the onset of a new radiationless
process (channel three) around 3000 cm - I . It is therefore of
particular interest to measure Doppler-free rotationally resolved (single rotational line) spectra in this excess energy
range. In our recent Doppler-free experiment we found
anomalous results in the 14~ 1~ band: Nearly all rotational
lines have disappeared in the spectrum and solely K = 0
lines for J <,14 are still present in the spectrum. From this we
concluded that the nonradiative process in this excess energy
range is strongly dependent on the rotational quantum
numbers of the molecules.
In this work additional information about the nonradiative process is obtained from the measurement of coIlisionless linewidths of the previously detected K = 0 lines
from J = 0 up to J = 14.
From the experimental results in this work it is unambiguous that Coriolis coupling gives rise to the abovementioned observed phenomena and plays an important role in
nonradiative relaxation processes in this range of the benzene spectrum. Therefore, we conclude that Coriolis coupling is a primary process responsible for the channel three
nonradiative process in this excess energy range. There remain however, several open questions concerning the magnitude ofthe coupling strength. More severely, it is difficult
to explain the high density of background states necessary
for the irreversible relaxation process observed in our experiment in view ofthe rotational as weIl as the vibrational selection rules present for second order Coriolis coupling. It will
be necessary to discuss more sophisticated models including
K mixing and higher order Coriolis coupling.
In conclusion it has been shown that Doppler-free twophoton spectroscopy is a valuable technique for the study of
intramolecular nonradiative relaxation processes in polyatomic molecules. It has been demonstrated that it is inevitable
to resolve single rotationallines even for polyatomic molecules since nonradiative relaxation linewidth is shown to
change by nearly two orders of magnitude for neighboring
lines within a single vibronic band differing only slightly in J
andK.
It is shown in this work that the understanding of the
nature of the coupling mechanism stems from the observation of rotationallevels with J> 1. These states are not observed in cooled jet experiments but are amenable in
Doppler-free two-photon spectra in room temperature bulk
gas presented in this work.
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In particular, collisionless homogeneous linewidths
represent a valuable source of information on intramolecular nonradiative processes which is complementary to that
obtained from ftuorescence decay measurements within the
time domain.
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